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Warsun 074 headlamp flashlight, 500mAh, M-USB
The  Warsun  074  flashlight  is  a  device  worth  having  on  hand.  Thanks  to  its  sturdy,  yet  lightweight  design,  it  is  perfect  for  harsh
conditions. Equipped with 2 light sources, it offers 5 light modes with 180 lm and 50 lm brightness. The flashlight has a motion sensor
and provides an operating time of 5 to 10 hours, depending on the selected mode. You will refill its energy in 3 hours using the cable you
will find in the kit. 
 
Reliable light source
Two light sources will provide you with the kind of illumination you currently need. The 074 uses XPE LEDs in the main lamp. It provides a
uniform and powerful beam of light with a brightness of 180 lm. It supports 3 intensity modes that you can easily adjust to the situation.
The second lamp composed of  COB LEDs provides yellow light  with a  brightness of  50 lm.  It  will  work great,  for  example,  during fog,
providing better visibility. It is also more comfortable for your eyes.
 
Motion sensor and adjustability
The flashlight is equipped with a motion sensor, so you can turn on the light with a simple gesture. This is a practical solution with which
you gain  time,  for  example,  in  emergency  situations.  What's  more,  the  074 offers  90°  adjustability,  so  you  can  easily  direct  the  light
where you need it. It's also a practical solution so you won't blind your interlocutor. 
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Resistant to harsh conditions
If you need a reliable flashlight in the field, the Warsun 074 won't let you down. Made of durable ABS and PVC, it demonstrates resistance
to impacts and falls from a height of 3 meters. It's also IPX6 waterproof, so splashing or momentary immersion in water won't hurt it.
Despite  its  sturdy  construction,  the  flashlight  is  lightweight  and  compact,  so  carrying  it  for  long  periods  of  time  does  not  cause
discomfort.
 
Long runtime and easy charging
The device uses a polymer-lithium battery with a capacity of 500 mAh. As a result, it provides 5-10 hours of operation, depending on the
mode you choose. You can refill its energy in as little as 3 hours using the Micro-USB cable (included).
 
Included
Flashlight
Micro-USC cable
	Manufacturer
	Warsun
	Model
	074
	Material
	ABS + PVC
	Light source
	1 x XPE + 1 x yellow COB mode
	Brightness
	180 lm + 50 lm
	Modes
	Strong/Medium/Faint/Yellow/Induction
	Battery
	Polymer-lithium 500 mAh
	Operating time
	5-10 h
	Charging time
	3 hours
	Drop resistance
	3 m
	Waterproof
	IPX6
	Dimensions
	30 x 38 x 58 mm
	Weight
	47 g
	Additional features
	Dual light source, angle adjustment, motion sensor, Micro-USB charging port

Preço:

€ 8.00
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Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Headlamp
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